
A Fun Project and a Gala Art Event is being planned for our OSO/ DKG Spring Convention. 
Introducing the “Artsy Trifecta”  
 
This is the first communication and invitation for our DKG Artists and Friends…. 
 We are looking for volunteer artists to add their creative touches via painting or mixed media collage. 
It doesn’t matter if you are a shy hobbyist or a professional artist, everyone is welcome to participate. 
 
This collaborative art project will involve three different artists working on separate thirds of one 
canvas that will be passed around the state. They will not see what the other collaborators have done 
and will not know who they were teamed with until the unveiling event on Friday, April 28 at the 
convention. 

The first artist will start at the top with a “head”. When finished, that section will be covered with only 
1 inch showing for the second artist to see. With our committee’s help, each canvas will be passed on 
to the next artist. The second artist will add the “torso” to our imaginary character. Likewise, when the 
second section is painted, it will all be covered again, except for the lower 1inch for the third artist to 
see. The third artist will finish the canvas with a representation of the “feet’.  

The “head, torso and feet” are vague suggestions. Your art work can represent a human, animal, 
botanical, robot, or any other imaginary figure! We are encouraging experimentation. As artists, you 
will be creating and probing the nature of collaboration, partnership and unfettered artistic genius!  It 
is meant to be fun! 

        

Artists: Jayden Emery, Adina Barugalo, Cori Emery 
 
 
Perhaps you have done this activity with your students or remember doing this as a child on folded 
paper. There is a history about this process…In1925, Surrealist artists in Paris played this 
game Exquisite Corpse to stimulate creativity through collaboration. Players would contribute to a 
drawing of a figure without seeing what the others had done. Like a game of Telephone, the words 
got jumbled and became stranger and imaginative with each player’s addition.  

We are going to call our project the “The Artsy Trifecta.” We have canvasses ready for the first 
volunteers to begin! Please contact Dana Murphy (mudspud1@gmail.com or 503-308-3477) for 
more information and to join in this collaborative project.  

Credits to Exquisite Corpse Project/ Parksville, B.C. Canada  


